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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr. Mayor, members of Council, on behalf of the Powell Citizen Financial Review Task Force I am pleased to present our final report to you.
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Task Force Charge
• Review cost-containment to-date, identify any new 

efforts
• Determine long-range impact of revenue loss to City 

budget
• Assess potential for strengthening long-term revenue 
• Review and identify long-term capital needs and 

potential funding sources
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Revenue 
Committee Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Task Force was created to address many of the issues that Powell residents face:Rapid growth during the past 30 yearsInfrastructure funding down or eliminated Local Government Fund (LGF), Estate Tax, etc.Powell sought grants, did only critical maintenanceLevy failed in 2010City can’t continue to provide safe, secure streetsCity Council created Task Force in 2018 to investigate facts, problem and recommend solutions We started with Council’s Resolution and the tasks it set out for the Task Force to accomplish:Go through bullets
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Task Force Members
• Mike Barker
• Richard Cline
• John Cruise
• Bruce Dorstewitz
• Christina Drummond
• Tom Ewers
• Jeff Gardiner
• Ross Gillespie
• Lisa Gruebel

• Terry Hoppmann
• Tom Jedlinsky
• Heather Robinson Lindsey
• Tom O’Brien
• Eric Prall
• Randall Sampson
• Craig Sedoris
• Vicki Vendramin
• Barb Walters
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
18 of us volunteered our time over 6 months spending more than 300 hours to complete this in-depth analysis of the City’s revenue sources, capital improvement needs, and expenditures. Task Force members, raise your hand if you’re here.[NEXT]
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Task Force Committees
• Capital Needs
• Expenditure Review
• Revenues

Thanks to City staff for invaluable support!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Task Force first meet in plenary sessions to gather basic data and to gain a foundational understanding of municipal financing.  Once we established that shared fund of knowledge, we broke out into committees to address three issues:Capital Needs – What are the critical capital needs of the City, how does the City address those needs today, and what can we recommend to improve that process?Expenditure Review – Where does the City spend its money now, is it spending wisely, and are there ways to reallocate spending within the current budget to address capital improvements?Revenues – Where does the City get its revenue now, it the City able to address infrastructure maintenance using its existing revenue, and if not, what is the right way to generate new revenue to fund infrastructure maintenance?The committees operated independently.  We felt that was important because we wanted to avoid the risk of group-think.  We also wanted to ensure that each committee had the freedom to explore any idea, ask any question, and seek any data that the committee felt it needed to complete its work.The committees made periodic reports to the plenary sessions.  This provided a useful feedback loop and allowed non-committee members an opportunity to voice their opinions, challenge assumptions, and to provide feedback.Finally, the Committees provided their reports to the Task Force, where we discussed the reports in depth.This robust process involved over 300 volunteer-hours in plenary sessions and over 100 volunteer-hours in committee meetings.  Many Task Force members devoted additional time doing research and investigation outside of the meetings.  You should be proud of the effort put forth by the Citizens you appointed to the Task Force.  They worked very hard to make sure that the Task Force recommendations are evidence-based, logical, and fair to all Powell residents.[NEXT]
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Capital Needs 
Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We start with the Capital Needs Committee; Heather Robinson Lindsey chaired that committeeThe Capital Needs Committee met five times as a committee and participated in a Task-Force tour of the City’s infrastructure.  The Committee worked with the Finance Department and the Engineering Department to learn:How the City developed over timeWhat that meant for infrastructure spendingWhat we know about the need for infrastructure spending going forward[NEXT]
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Capital Needs Findings & Analysis
• Powell no longer collects sufficient revenue to maintain its 

existing infrastructure

• The City needs an additional $2M per year to adequately fund 
maintenance of existing City infrastructure

• Grants are not a sustainable way to pay bills
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Capital Needs Committee concluded that Powell no longer has sufficient revenue to maintain our existing infrastructure.In fact, the City needs an additional $2M per year to adequately fund the maintenance that is required for infrastructure already built.  That is $2M in new revenue needed to properly fund maintenance of our existing infrastructure – and that does nothing to address any new infrastructure the City might want to construct.Finally, the Capital Needs Committee looked at grant-funding and concluded that the City cannot address its infrastructure maintenance needs through grant-funding.  Grant-funding is not reliableGrant-funding requires City matching funds, which Powell does not have Grant-funding directs resources to grant-favored projects, rather than projects where the need is greatest[NEXT]
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• 120 lane miles
• 77 miles of storm sewers
• 24 miles of bike paths
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Most Expensive Infrastructure Assets

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since this is all about infrastructure, we started by looking at our infrastructure assets. We found the most expensive things to maintain are  120 miles of roads, 77 miles of sewers and 24 miles of bike paths that the City owns.Although “infrastructure” is much more than just roadways, lane-miles constructed provides a useful proxy for the aging of all of Powell’s existing infrastructure.As this slide shows, developers built most of our existing infrastructure during Powell’s most active growth: 1986-88, 1992-94 and 2001-2005. Aging roads are a critical problem in Powell.  You have all heard the Engineer talk about the street maintenance program, and you understand that the Pavement Condition Rating system is a thoroughly tested, robust tool to project future infrastructure maintenance costs.The Capital Needs Committee asked the Engineer to forecast PCR ratings for maintaining the status quo and for increasing funding to appropriate levels.  [NEXT]
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Bulk of roads now 
require maintenance

Lane Miles Constructed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since this is all about infrastructure, we started by looking at our infrastructure assets. We found the most expensive things to maintain are  120 miles of roads, 77 miles of sewers and 24 miles of bike paths that the City owns.Although “infrastructure” is much more than just roadways, lane-miles constructed provides a useful proxy for the aging of all of Powell’s existing infrastructure.As this slide shows, developers built most of our existing infrastructure during Powell’s most active growth: 1986-88, 1992-94 and 2001-2005. Aging roads are a critical problem in Powell.  You have all heard the Engineer talk about the street maintenance program, and you understand that the Pavement Condition Rating system is a thoroughly tested, robust tool to project future infrastructure maintenance costs.The Capital Needs Committee asked the Engineer to forecast PCR ratings for maintaining the status quo and for increasing funding to appropriate levels.  [NEXT]
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60% of roads “poor” 
to “very poor” 
within 10 years

Projected Future Street 
Conditions Based on CURRENT
Funding Levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows you Scenario One:  maintaining the status quo funding level for infrastructure maintenance.  As you can see, by 2026 our roads begin to fail.  Worse, the failure rate increases over time.  This course of action puts Powell into a downward spiral of ever-increasing road failures and the resulting increased cost to rebuild – rather than maintain – our roadways.[NEXT]
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Only 15% of 
roads below 
“fair” in 10 years

Projected Future Street 
Conditions Based on 
REQUESTED Funding Levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the projected road conditions if the City increases its funding for infrastructure maintenance by and additional $2M per year.  As we see here, this additional funding prevents the downward slide to failing roads we saw in the prior slide.[NEXT]
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13 pt. improvement 
in average road 
condition 10 years

With New Funding

With Status Quo 
Funding

10-Year Projected Average Pavement 
Condition (PCR) Ratings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide combines the data from the two previous slides.  The yellow line represents the projected average PCR rating for Powell’s street network if Council takes no action.  The green line represents the projected average PCR rating for Powell’s street network if Council recommends, and the voters approve, the Task Force recommendations.As you can see, the difference is quite dramatic.  Lets look at what that means in practical terms.[NEXT]
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Adventure Park – Pavement 
Condition Rating (PCR) 55
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Parking lot will 
likely require a  
total rebuild

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts the parking lot in Adventure Park. When it was built, this parking lot had a PCR rating of 100.  Over time, and without adequate funds to maintain it, the parking lot has degraded to a PRC rating of 55. At this point, the pavement has degraded so badly that a total rebuild is likely the only viable option.[NEXT]
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Manderly Court – PCR 70
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Road can still 
be maintained

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts a street with a PCR rating of 70.  It is 10 points below Powell’s target PCR rating of 80, but it is still a functional road. With proper maintenance, Powell can extend the useful life of this road.[NEXT]
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Retreat Lane – PCR 80
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Target average 
PCR for Powell

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide depicts Retreat Lane at a PCR rating of 80.  This slide shows Powell’s road network PCR target rating.  Without adequate funding, the City cannot maintain its road network to this target level.Of course, infrastructure is more than roads.  It also includes storm sewers, catch basins, and bike paths – just to make a few.   Lets look at how those items have faired under Powell’s system of deferred infrastructure maintenance.[Next]
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Pedestrian Tunnel – Adventure Park
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Falling debris a 
hazard to users

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not so good.  This is the pedestrian tunnel under the CSX railroad tracks connecting Adventure Park to the west.  As you can see in this photo, large chunks of the tunnel are falling.  In fact, the situation is so dangerous that the City closed the tunnel for a time, and build a temporary scaffolding to reopen it.  While the underpass is unsafe for pedestrian travel, the structure is strong enough that it will support the railroad traffic.  Thus, CSX will not participate in paying for any repairs to make this tunnel safe for pedestrian travel.It is hard to visually depict the failing storm sewers and catch –basins – but they too are suffering from lack of adequate maintenance.  [NEXT]
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Ten-Year Estimate of Infrastructure Maintenance 

 

                                                      
1 Yearly costs recur annually and are estimated over a ten-year period. 
2 The Subcommittee estimates periodic costs will occur once in the next ten years.   
3 10-Year Cost Estimate accounts for inflation over a ten-year period. 
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Street maintenance 
will be 2/3 of total 
maintenance cost 
over 10 years

10-Year Infrastructure 
Maintenance Estimates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Capital Needs Committee concluded that Powell needs to invest an additional $2M per year to adequately fund maintenance for our existing infrastructure.  This slide shows the breakdown of where the Committee anticipates the spending should occur.Yearly costs are things like routine street maintenance.  The Committee believes that these expenses are best done annually and in amounts that the City can effectively manage in a one-year contract.Periodic Costs represent expenses we know the City will likely incur within the next ten years, but it is impossible to predict exactly when the need will arise.The final column adds the yearly and periodic costs and projects them out for 10 years.  As you can see, they total $20M, which averages out to $2M per year over 10 years.[NEXT]
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Three Possible Scenarios
1. Status quo 
2. Find way to generate $2M needed
3. Find way to generate more revenue
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We found 3 possible ways forward. Do nothing – most expensive over time as roadways fail prematurely and City must do costly rebuild.Invest $2M per yearConsiderable discussion around whether Powell residents would be satisfied with the level of infrastructure maintenance option 2 provides.[NEXT]
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Capital Needs Recommendations
Scenario 2 is most cost effective and sensible

• Allows City to act based on need, not funding
• Provides stable funding source for multi-year planning
• Bidding can be done when labor is cheapest
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows you the Capital Needs Committee recommendation: Scenario 2 = $2M per year in new revenue devoted 100% to infrastructure maintenanceThe Committee also recommends Council adopt a formal Capital Improvement Plan. A CIP will allow the City to:Plan capital improvements around needs, not based on budgets or grantsTake advantage of economies of scale, reduced mobilization costsAllows for multi-year planning
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Expenditure Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to turn to the Expenditures Committee., chaired by Mike Barker.This Committee met three times and gathered information from the Finance Department, the Chief of Police, and the City Manager.[NEXT]
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Expenditure Findings & Analysis
• City has been very conservative in spending across the board
• State funding cuts reduce Powell’s ability to meet its needs
• Cutting Police budget is not a viable option
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Expenditure Need Committee set three goals: [go through slide][NEXT]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a survey of 12 central Ohio communities, Powell was the second lowest in spending per capital.  Only Pickerington spends less money, per capita, than Powell.  That suggests that Powell does not have much room to cut costs in its budget.As you well know, payroll is the largest expense item of any municipality.  The Committee decided to investigate whether Powell could save money by controlling payroll expenses.Once again, the results were somewhat surprising.[NEXT]
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13 of 15 city 
positions 
paid less than 
Central Ohio 
average

Powell Salary Comparison to 
Central Ohio Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In virtually every category, for virtually every position, Powell’s payroll cost is below average.  If payroll is not going to provide an opportunity to save, then perhaps the City should consider reducing the size of its police force.  The Committee explored that option.[NEXT]
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Powell spends 
conservatively 
on police already

Police Officers per 1,000 Residents

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turns out, Powell has fewer officers per 1,000 than comparable central Ohio cities.  And, Powell Police services help define Powell as a great and safe place to live, work, and raise a family.Cutting Police staffing below our already low levels would severely degrade police service.  The Committee deemed it an unacceptable result.[NEXT]
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Expenditure Review Recommendations

• The City should maintain its conservative spending practices 

• Strongly support the Powell Police Department

• Seek additional funding
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Expenditure Review Committee discovered what you, as Council Members, already know:Powell already practices cost- avoidance, lean budgeting, and prudent fiscal responsibility.  Some communities may have “fat” in the budget – but not Powell.The Expenditure Review Committee recommends Powell continue it conservative spending practices and continue to strongly support the Powell Police Department.[NEXT]
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Revenue Committee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which brings us to the Revenue Committee.  Jeff Gardiner chaired that committee, and, I should add, was instrumental in compiling the final report that is before you tonight.  On behalf of the Task Force, I want to recognize Jeff’s extra efforts to get this report to Council.[NEXT]
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Revenue Findings and Analysis
• Powell maintains one of the lowest income tax rates in Ohio

• City manages its existing revenue prudently despite significant 
state deductions

• Continuing to defer infrastructure maintenance is not a viable 
option
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your Task Force based its recommendation on these three undeniable facts:[read bullet points]In the face of those realities, the Task Force unanimously recommends that Council ask the voters to modestly amend our income tax and to guarantee that a portion of Powell’s income tax revenue is devoted to infrastructure maintenance.  It is our considered judgment that this recommendation provides the best solution to Powell’s urgent need to fund infrastructure improvements, does so fairly, and requires all who live and work in Powell to contribute to the solution.[NEXT]
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Major Revenue 
Sources
• Municipal Income Tax (70%)
• Development Fees (10%)
• Property Tax (7%)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Revenue Committee first wanted to understand where we are before we decide where we can go.  The Committee learned what you on Council probably recognize:  Powell depends on three major revenue sources:Income TaxDevelopment FeesProperty TaxThe Committee wanted to understand how Powell’s Income Tax compared to surrounding communities.[NEXT]
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Powell’s income tax rate is a fraction of that charged by our neighboring communities in central Ohio.  As this chart show, most central Ohio residents pay between 2% and 2.5% in municipal income tax.The Committee felt it was important to note that Powell is a bedroom community.  About 60% of our residents live in Powell but work in one of the surrounding communities.  Those residents typically pay 2.5% in municipal income tax where they work, plus 0.75% to Powell, with a 0.25% credit.  For those residents, the effective municipal income tax rate is 3.0%.I think some Committee members were surprised to learn that Powell does not receive any of the income taxes they pay to their workplace community.  [NEXT]
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How $1 of Property Tax is Allocated

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another surprising fact was how little property taxes go to the City’s general fund.  Only 4 cents of each dollar of property tax paid by Powell residents goes to the City.  The lion’s share goes to the Olentangy School district, followed by Delaware County and Liberty Township.[NEXT]
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Decreasing State Support
State of Ohio legislative action has reduced annual revenue
• Eliminated the Estate Tax
• Reduced the Local Government Fund

-$567,000 avg. annual loss
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Committee looked at all sources of City Revenue – and discovered that legislative changes have dramatically reduced Powell’s revenue.The General Assembly has slashed the State’s revenue sharing program – called the Local Government Fund – while it has continued to push costs of services down to the local level.The General Assembly completely eliminated the Estate tax.As this slide shows, these legislative actions have cost the City $567,000 annuallyThese cuts, combined with an already lean budget and a practice of deferred maintenance, create a perfect storm for infrastructure maintenance problems.So, what is the solution?The Revenue Committee made three major recommendations:[NEXT]
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Income Tax Increase/Everyone Shares the Burden
Revenue Recommendations

0.75% 1.15%

1 Includes residents who live and work in Powell, as well as Powell residents who work in unincorporated 
areas, like Liberty Township, that do not have a municipal income tax. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, modestly increase the income tax rate from 0.75% to 1.15%,Second, increase the credit from 0.5% to 0.75%.  This slide shows the effect that those two recommendation will have per $100,000 in taxable income per year.  The Committee recommended, and the Task Force agreed, that any income tax must have an element of “shared sacrifice.”  It cannot unfairly burden one segment of our Population while shielding another from paying any part of the new taxes.  At the same time, the Committee thought it appropriate to recognize the increased municipal income tax burden on our residents who work outside of Powell.  This recommendation strikes the right balance between those two groups of residents, insures that every Powell resident is treated fairly, and insures the every Powell resident or worker contributes to the solution. This proposal, if adopted, generates approximately $2M in new revenue per year.  That is no accident.  The Revenue Committee calibrated its recommendation to generate the minimum revenue that the Capital Needs Committee projected was necessary to properly maintain our existing infrastructure.  The Task Force had considerable discussion about whether to recommend a higher income tax rate – one that would generate additional revenue the City could use to build new infrastructure like a Community Center at Seldom Seen Park, or new connector bike paths.  In the end, the Task Force concluded that its recommendation should provide the minimum revenue needed to address the shortfall in funding to maintain existing infrastructure – and nothing more.  The Task Force recommends Council look to other revenue streams to fund any new infrastructure improvements the Community may desire.[NEXT]
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75/25 Policy
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Earmark Funds for Infrastructure Maintenance
Revenue Recommendations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2009, the City asked the voters to approve a change in our income tax rate to address some of these same concerns.  The voters soundly defeated that proposal.  A recurring theme from the “no” voters was that the 2009 proposal did not guarantee that the new revenue would actually be used to fund infrastructure maintenance.  The $2M in new revenue would represent approximately 25% of all income tax revenue the City collects. The Revenue Committee recommends, and the Task Force concurs, that the City should require that 25% of all income tax revenue go to funding infrastructure maintenance.  By enshrining the 75/25 allocation of resources into law, it would guarantee that a vote in favor of this proposal is a vote to fund infrastructure maintenance. 100% of all new revenue from this proposal would go to fund infrastructure maintenance.[NEXT]
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Revenue Recommendation
Add Transparency and Certainty for Infrastructure Projects
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Addendum
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Why Income Tax vs. 
Property Tax Increase? 
to Raise $20 million in 10 years
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Why Not Full Income Tax Credit?
For Residents Who Work Outside of Powell

Powell Workers and 
Businesses Would 

Pay 2.25% Tax
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Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion, I want to thank all of the Task Force members for their dedication and hard work over the past six months.  The Task Force members truly represent a cross-section of the Powell Community.  Every one of these Task Force Members sacrificed their time and their talent to make this process a success, and I want to publicly acknowledge their efforts.[next]
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City of Powell
Citizen Financial Review Task Force

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mr. Mayor, members of Council, on behalf of the Powell Citizen Financial Review Task Force I am pleased to present our final report to you.
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